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Mark Cuban, billionaire owner of Dallas 
Mavericks and Shark Tank Star.

Also, Rugby player for Indiana University  –  like 
me  - 25 years apart.

Have attended various Rugby Reunions together 
and know Mark socially.  Very nice guy and, 
obviously, very ambitious and wise. 

Mark did a five minute video with Laura 
Ingraham that is very inspirational and 
informative.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=HAn0bK5O3ME

Here are my notes and take-aways which I agree 
with Mark.

Laura Ingraham expressed a very depressive 
view of USA situation.  

“10M New Job Losses.   “People are SO DOWN, 
really down”

What is your view, and thoughts?

Mark, expressed mine very well in this interview.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAn0bK5O3ME
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAn0bK5O3ME


This was Mark's very upbeat and inspirational 
response, which I agree with.

The USA is Going through a Economy Reset.  

America 1.0 to America 2.0 in future

The USA is Most Entrepreneurial Country in the 
World.  This will Lead us through this to 2.0

Look back in five years and realize 5 to 25 
amazing companies were started that changed 
the world and led us all to a brighter future.

First thing is to invest in future of 
manufacturing   -  not the old kind – but a new 
kind where we use:  

Robotics,    Software  , Automation and  AI 
(Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning), 

AND DOMINATE the new 2.0 Manufacturing 
Economy totally different than the old way.

This will create a Surplus of New Jobs   Not the 
old Jobs,  new 2.0 Jobs.

Focus on Infrastructure 2.0 and the New 2.0 
Manufacturing Economy.  A Huge Opportunity!

Laura  “Yes.  Heal ourselves and become very 
strong.  THEN we can help others in the world”.  



“Now, Our kids must learn the New 
Manufacturing Jobs in the new 2.0 Economy”,

Mark, “Yes, Private Entreprenurial Companies 
working with the Government is the key.”

- - - - - - 

We at Triad Math believe that learning the 
Proper Mathematics will be a Key PreRequisite 
for learning these new 2.0 Jobs.

Simply visit me at: www.CraigHane.com  and 
then go to the “Succeed with Math Crusade” and
learn all about how to properly educate a 21st 
Century student in Math for the 2.0 Economy.

Start with several valuable free Gifts and learn 
all about Math Ed in my new book, also a Gift.

Educate yourself about a new way to learn Math 
in the 21st Century that is vastly easier and 
superior to the old 20th Century way.

You can become part of the new 2.0 Economy.

This is a great way for You to take advantage of 
the horrible COVID-19 crisis.

“Never let a Crisis go to Waste.”  But, don't get 
sick.  Just lay back in start to prepare for 2.0.

http://www.CraigHane.com/

